Abstract Dotsenko-Fateev and Chern-Simons matrix models, which describe Nekrasov functions for SYM theories in different dimensions, are all incorporated into network matrix models with the hidden Ding-Iohara-Miki (DIM) symmetry. This lifting is especially simple for what we call balanced networks. Then, the Ward identities (known under the names of Virasoro/W-constraints or loop equations or regularity condition for qq-characters) are also promoted to the DIM level, where they all become corollaries of a single identity.
Introduction
Nekrasov functions, describing instanton corrections in supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories [1] - [4] , and AGT related conformal blocks [5, 6] possess rich symmetries that can be separated into large and infinitesimal. The former describe dualities between different models, while the latter define equations on the partition functions in each particular case. They are also known as "Virasoro constraints" [7] for associated conformal or DotsenkoFateev (DF) matrix models [8, 9, 10] , which are further promoted to network matrix models [11, 12] , looking like convolutions of refined topological vertices [13, 14] and possessing direct topological string interpretation.
As conjectured in a number of papers throughout recent years [15] - [21] and recently summarized in [22] , in full generality the symmetry underlying the AGT correspondence [23] , is the Ding-Iohara-Miki algebra (DIM) [24] - [36] , in particular, the infinitesimal Ward identities are controlled by DIM from which the (deformed) Virasoro and W K emerge as subalgebras in particular representations. In other words, the full symmetry of the Seiberg-Witten theory seems to be the Pagoda triple-affine elliptic DIM algebra (not yet fully studied and even defined), and particular models (brane patterns or Calabi-Yau toric varieties labeled by integrable systems a la [2] ) are associated with its particular representations. The ordinary DF matrix models arise when one specifies "vertical" and "horizontal" directions, then convolutions of topological vertices can be split into vertex operators and screening charges, and the DIM algebra constraints can be attributed in the usual way [37, 38, 39] to commutativity of screening charges with the action of the algebra in the given representation. Dualities are associated with the change of the vertical/horizontal splitting, or, more general, with the choice of the section, where the algebra acts [40] . branes. The low energy theory in this background is 4d N = 2 gauge theory with SU (2) 2 gauge group. Λ i are exponentiated complexified gauge couplings, a (a) are Coulomb moduli and ma are the hypermultiplet masses. b) The toric diagram of the Calabi-Yau threefold, corresponding to the 5d gauge theory with the same matter content. Edges represent two-cycles with complexified Kähler parameters Q i , which play the same role as the distances between the branes in a). c) The quiver encoding the matter content of the gauge theory. SU (2) gauge groups live on each node and bifundamental matter on each edge. The squares represent pairs of (anti)fundamental matter hypermultiplets.
All this is illustrated in pictures 1 and 2, which we borrowed from [22] , and our purpose in this paper is to provide very explicit examples of how these pictures are converted into formulas. A great deal of these formulas already appeared in the literature. Putting them together, we hope to illustrate their general origin and better formulate the remaining open problems.
The main scheme could be formulated as follows:
• To build a functor rank-r Lie algebra G −→ quantized double-center double-loop DIM(G),
perhaps, q 123... -dependent and elliptic
• To obtain a non-linear Sugawara construction of stress tensor and other symmetry generators from a comultiplication ∆ DIM .
• To clarify the interplay between two "orthogonal" ("horizontal" and "vertical") comultipilcations.
• To apply the functor (1) to central-extended loop algebras G, starting from G = (gl (1) , to obtain tripleaffine Pagoda DIM algebras. One of the immediate problems is that the known construction of DIM(G) for non-affine gl N algebras [24, 41] already involves the affine Dynkin diagrams, thus, for an affine gl N one can need something more sophisticated.
• An additional light on the problem can be shed by comparative analysis of DIM(gl 2 ), DIM(gl 3 ), DIM(so 5 ), DIM(g 2 ) and DIM( gl 1 ), first four of them being explicitly constructed, and by studying their various limits including the one to the affine Yangian and further to the standard conformal algebras (coset constructions of conformal field theories, [42] ).
Actually, the first three issues are actively studied by various authors (and there has been already achieved a serious progress), and we do not achieve too much in the two last challenging directions in the present paper, which can be considered as an introduction to the problem. What we actually do, is search for a q, t-deformed network analogue of the CFT Ward identity [5] aV αa (z a ) ·T + (z) ·Q
where < ... > denotes the matrix element < vac|...|vac > between two vacua of operators in the fixed chronological order and in the chiral sector [43] . Here V α (z) is a primary field (vertex operator) in the free field c = 1 CFT, T (z) is its stress-energy tensor and Q is the corresponding screening charge [37, 38] , which is the integral Q = x S(x) of the screening current S(x).
The order of operators in (2) means that in the conformal correlator
(where << ... >> denotes the chiral part of the CFT correlator) all |z a | > |z| and |z| > |x i |, where x i 's lies on the integration contours of the screening currents. The Ward identity (2) can be manifestly written as 
S(x i ) = Pol(z) (4) and the notation Pol(z) means a power series, i.e. any positive powers of z are allowed. The underlined terms just contribute to Pol(z) (since |z a | > |z|) and can be omitted giving finally 
Though equivalent, (2) and (5) are in fact very different. The second one is about field theory correlators, it is dictated by operator expansions and is especially simple because a free field formalism is available for conformal theories. The first one is actually about matrix elements, and the difference is that it depends on the ordering of operators, while correlators do not. Another way to say this is that the projected stress tensor T + (z) does not have a simple operator product expansion (OPE) with other operators, the projection is a non-local operation and actually depends on the position: if T + (z) was placed to the left of vertex operators V (z a ), the matrix element would no longer vanish. At the same time, in this case the underlined terms in (4) also contribute (since |z| > |z a |), and they exactly cancel non-zero matrix element leading to the same Ward identity (5) .
These are trivial remarks for the old-fashioned field theory, where the Ward identities were discovered and treated as sophisticated recurrence relations between Feynman diagrams, but in modern CFT we got used to the formalism based on the operator product expansion and moving the integration contours, which provides a shortcut for the derivations. Unfortunately, in the network models, only the operator approach is currently available, and this is the reason why we need to develop the formalism from this starting point. Still, some elements of the free field formalism are already worked out in particular representations of DIM, and for a special class of balanced network models, drawn as a set of horizontal lines with vertical segments in between, see Fig. 3, a) , one has a direct counterpart of (2). In (extremely) condensed notation it looks like
where
are the Miwa variables associated with the Young diagram λ, and the Drinfeld-Sokolov operator (generalized stress energy tensor = Miura transformation from
Figure 4: a) An example of non-balanced web with infinite "horizontal" lines shown in blue. Bending of the "horizontal" lines due to tension from the vertical segments is reflected in their slopes marked above them. b) Spectral duality acts by rotating the diagram a). After rotation one can identify the conventional Hanany-Witten (or brane web/geometric engineering) setup with NS5 and D5-branes ().
come from sophisticated notation, which are largely no more than a change of variables (normalization of creation and annihilation operators). The really big change comes in section 4, when one looks at the symmetry: it is indeed essentially deformed. But this deformation actually simplifies things, reducing all the symmetries to the action of the DIM generators, while the Sugawara construction of Virasoro and W-operators and of their sophisticated q-deformations is no more than the simple comultiplication rule. At last, at section 5 we briefly discuss the spectral duality action on symmetry generators. Finally, the Appendix contains further details about various DIM algebras and their representations. At present stage of development, different parameters are treated as providing different algebras, but further studies can promote them to parameters of different representations of a single unified algebra (like the triple-affine elliptic Pagoda DIM algebra anticipated in [22] ).
Notation. Throughout the text we use the notation ω ≡ q t (10)
Basic example: Theme with variations
We assume some familiarity with [22] and do not repeat the general logic, leading to Ward identities like (2) in DF and network matrix models.
The main theme
Screening chargeQ, acting on the Fock space F α = Pols(τ n ) · e αT0 , iŝ
where χ n {τ } are the characters of symmetric representations [n] of sl algebras (the Schur polynomials in this particular case). Applied to a highest-weight state (i.e. the one annihilated by all negative modeŝ a −n = − √ 2n ∂ ∂τn ) with negative half-integer α
it givesQ
Residue is non-vanishing, because
where the calculation involves
andQ
i.e. the power ofQ acts as a character of rectangular Young diagram. This is the old result by [46, 47, 48] . The rectangular diagrams arise from the Cauchy formula
with a sum over all Young diagrams λ (actually, with no more than r lines) after the Vandermonde projection
which is a direct generalization of (15) .
Since the screening charge commutes
with the Virasoro generatorŝ
one hasL nQ r m + r =Q rL n m + r = 0 for n > 0
In application to (16) , this givesL
while the action ofL
gives just the size of the Young diagram:
In the Miwa parametrization τ n = i X n i , this turns into the statement about the Calogero eigenfunctions. Also Q r m + r are singular vectors in Verma modules and (22) can be considered as the simplest version of BPZ equations for correlators with degenerate fields, [5] .
Equation (22) provides a simple example of the Ward identity for the stateQ r |m+r >, which can be promoted to identity for the matrix element in conformal field theory, i.e. in the abstract Fock module and corresponding Sugawara energy-momentum tensor (which we denote by Gothic letters), χ [m r ] =< m − r|ĈQ r |m + r > by additional insertion of the intertwining operator, see below. We are now ready to formulate the main theme of the present paper:
A trivial symmetry property (19) gives rise to a non-trivial equation for the matrix element (22) , provided one can calculate (16) .
In what follows we extend this simple example to matrix elements of an arbitrary network of intertwining operators, what allows to reveal in a rather explicit form the hidden DIM symmetry of the Seiberg-Witten/Nekrasov theory.
We continue in this section with variations on the main theme, developing it at conceptual level. Next sections will describe technical details of the story.
Variation I: Matrix elements in the free-field theory
Actually, in theory of free field φ(z), the bra vacuum state is annihilated by all the negative mode operatorŝ a −n = τ n / √ 2, n > 0, i.e. contains n>0 δ(a −n ) in holomorphic representation. Thus, one can not simply convert (16) into a statement that χ [m r ] {τ } is equal to < m − r| Q r |m + r >: this matrix element would not depend on τ at all. The way out is to introduce a special intertwining operator
which converts the bra vacuum into the coherent state
with the property
This allows us to rewrite (16) as
Among many complications as compared with (16) , there is √ 2, which reflects the fact that the character is extracted here from the screening charge in a single field ("current") realization. A more adequate kind of formulas arise within the fermionic realization (see sec.3.2 of [38] and sec.2.6 below) which involves two scalar fields, and √ 2 is a result of basis rotation to their symmetric combination.
Variation II: Generating functions
We can make from particular Virasoro generatorsL n a single operator (stress tensor)
Positive and zero modes with n ≥ 0 are given by (20) and (23) respectively, negative modes are:
for the properly regularized sum
Symmetry (19) actually holds for all n ∈ Z.
We will also need a "current"Ĵ
and
The two operators are related by the Sugawara relation
where normal ordering puts all p-derivatives to the right of all p's (in each term of the formal series). The generating functions satisfy the commutation relations
In terms of generating functions, the Ward identity (22) , i.e. the corollary of symmetry (19) becomes
or, in other words, a regularity constraint
This will be the typical form of Ward identities (regularity condition for qq-characters) for network Nekrasov functions Z generalizing the simple character χ [m r ] .
Variation III: DF model
Expressions (16) and (11) together imply the integral representation of the matrix element
which is the archetypical example of DF or conformal matrix model [37, 38, 47, 48] . Ward identity (37) , which is a trivial corollary of commutativity (19) looks now like a not-so-obvious set of integral identities: (39) Actually there are two standard ways to derive the l.h.s.:
(1) by using bosonization, which is the simplest version of free-field (FF) formalism, i.e. the Wick rule for decomposition of correlators into pair ones,
where the index m refers to a special way of handling the zero mode of ϕ and ϕ(z) refers to the scalar field acting in the abstract Fock module, and (2) by a change of integration variables δx i = x n+1 i in the multiple integral (38) , [7, 39] : in this case we get the identities in a slightly different form:
In this paper we actually need an outdated and tedious third way: (3) the operator formalism based on an explicit calculation of commutators arising when the stress tensor is carried from the left to the right through the screening operators: this is what we are now doing, starting from sec.2.0 and this is what in the simplest case brought us to the Ward identity in the form (39) .
Both the OPE-based and change-of-integration-variables/total-derivative approaches should also work in the network model context, but they still need to be developed.
Variation IV: Multi-field case
The network matrix models can be considered as associated with networks of branes (brane-webs [49] ), which being projected onto the 4 − 5 plane look like segments with different slopes. From the point of view of Yang-Mills theories, interpretation of the different slopes is different. Surprisingly or not, it is also different at the present level of understanding of the DIM symmetry. Throughout the section, we distinguish only between the horizontal and vertical segments, while intermediate slopes appear in this section only in ss.2.8 and 2.9. Our next variations introduce and describe the associated notions.
The first one is horizontal branes. These are associated with different free fields. Generalization of the DF model to K-field case provides W K constraints for models with K horizontal branes. An additional procedure can be applied to separate a "center-of-mass" field: this explains why in the previous subsection 2.3 the number of fields was one rather than two.
The multi-field conformal model [38] is defined as
where the screening charges now carry additional indices labeled by K − 1 simple roots α a of sl K . They are actually associated with segments of the vertical branes ending on two adjacent horizontal branes, Fig. 3 , a), in accordance with the decomposition α a = e a+1 − e a . In other words, a better labeling of Q is by pairs of indices ab, each corresponding to a particular horizontal (in fact, any non-vertical, see s.2.5) brane.
1 Now the matrix model partition function depends on K sets of times, one of which is associated with the "center of mass" and actually decouples in the DF model (38) , thus it was actually suppressed in that formula. However, this is not always true: the decoupling will not take place already in the Chern-Simons deformation of (38) in sec.2.5, and all the M sets of times will be relevant in generic DIM considerations. This phenomenon is familiar in the CFT approach to Nekrasov functions, where relevant is the Heis + V irasoro symmetry and its generalizations rather than the V irasoro alone. This is also reflected in appearance of "1" in the popular notation W 1+∞ .
Algebraically, the multi-field generalization is controlled by the comultiplication ∆ DIM , which builds all the symmetry generators from a single element of DIM:
This comultiplication adds new scalar fields, and non-linearity of the usual 4d Sugawara formulas is mostly due to elimination of the center-of-mass field; what makes this possible is the exponential form of symmetry generators beyond 4d. Somewhat symbolically, the Sugawara formulas for the stress tensor (at the second level of DIM) arise from the expansion of characters (in fact, q-characters) K = 2 :
underlined in the first two lines are terms appearing due to the center-of-mass reduction
C ab is the Cartan matrix for sl K , which the K = ∞ limit describes a difference Laplace operator ∇ 2 . Other W-operators made from higher powers of J arise in the same way at higher levels of DIM, i.e. after several applications of the comultiplication ∆ DIM , e.g. at K = 3 the second generator of the W 3 -algebra is
so that the standard W 3 -generator is a difference
Variation V: Chern-Simons (CS) model
The brane slopes show up in a specially designed 4d limit as additional square-logarithmic terms (log x i ) 2 in the action of the DF matrix model (38) , giving rise to what is often called the CS matrix model [50, 51, 52, 53] :
The parameter γ controls the brane slope, it vanishes for the horizontal branes, while for the vertical ones it becomes infinite and the story gets a separate twist, see s.2.6 below. From the point of view of DIM symmetry of the network model, the Virasoro/Ward constraints should look similar with and without these logarithmic terms, in the sense that they should be always dictated by the Wick theorem hidden in the algebraic structures of DIM. There is, however, a crucial difference: in this case, the U (1)-mode should not decouple for non-trivial slopes, and two sets of times survive (see s.2.6). This is reflected in the fact that one needs to consider G{τ |x} depending on τ n>0 and τ n<0 in (48) ,
in order to construct the Ward identities. Then, a counterpart of (41) for (48) looks somewhat different [52, 54, 55] :
where q = exp(
Variation VI: Correlators with vertex operators
The vertical branes are associated with insertions of vertex operators into the DF and CS models. A particular instance of the vertex operator is the screening current. As already mentioned in s.2.4, screening charges are segments of vertical branes between the two neighbour horizontal ones, and they can be considered as contractions of two vertex operators attached to these two branes. However, the relevant operators are special, namely, they are e αφ with α = ±1: a kind of "fermion vertices" (in fact, intertwining operators) ψ ± = e ±φ . Accordingly, the screening charges should be associated with bilinears ψ
, "non-local" in the vertical direction:
This non-locality explains, among other things, why the screening currents are "naturally" exponentials rather than ∂φ-like currents, as well as the emergency of peculiar √ 2 in (11) coming from the 45
• rotation of the basis
. In general, fermion operators (peculiar intertwiners in DIM) carry a Young-diagram label λ instead of x and the screening charge is a convolution of these indices (see s.3.2 of [38] for details). Interchanging of + and − labels changes the screening charge to the dual one (in algebraic terms, this corresponds to using instead of a positive root the corresponding negative one): as usual in conformal matrix models [37, 38] , the use of dual charges is unnecessary. In fact, one can connect every screening charge with a simple root: one can associate with each end of leg a a basis vector e a , then, the screening charge Q a,a+1 corresponds to a simple root α a = e a+1 − e a .
In operator formalism the correlator of vertex operators is just a matrix element of an ordinary product of linear operators. A generic vertex operator is constructed from the primary field V α (x) and is labeled by the
withL −λ = iL −λi . The conjugation withL −1 moves it to an arbitrary point z:
However, in CFT the positions of operators does not matter: they can be considered as located at points in the complex z-plane, or, more generally, on a Riemann surface (in the latter case same traces need to be taken in operator formalism). Still, location of the stress-tensor insertion does matter: in the Riemann surface picture, it is associated with a choice of a contour encircling the vertex operator insertions, and correlator depends on the homology class of this contour. Changing the class is equivalent to commutation of T (z) with the vertex operator, which is read off the commutation relations
and those of the Virasoro algebra. This is what we did in the derivation of (5) placing the stress-tensor to the left, and to the right of vertex operators.
Central-charge-preserving comultiplication ∆ M S . The action of Virasoro algebra is provided by the Moore-Seiberg comultiplication ∆ M S , which is given by the ordinary Leibnitz rule on the negative modes T − , but the positive modes act differently:
This comultiplication can be read off the conformal Ward identities, [56] and celebrates two important properties:
• It is parameterized by an arbitrary parameter z,
• it does not change the central charge, in contrast with the comultiplication in the DIM algebra that we use below.
Variation VII. Nekrasov functions
We define the Nekrasov function as partition function of the DF/CS network matrix model depending on parameters α i , z i and N a , associated respectively with external legs (assumed vertical), horizontal and vertical edges of the graph Γ: schematically,
DF Na (56) and this partition function describes the A 1 -quiver with obvious modifications for more sophisticated quivers, [22] (changing the number of vertex operators and adding more screening charges that differ by the choice of the integration contours). The right numbers of screening charges are automatically selected from the series expansion of the exponential by zero mode conditions. On the gauge theory side, this data describes the theory with the gauge group SU (K) and 2K fundamental matter hypermultiplets (i.e. zero β-function). Here the numbers N a are the Coulomb moduli, the hypermultiplet masses are parameterized by the vertex operator parameters α i and the positions of vertices (rather their double-ratio) control the instanton expansion in the gauge theory. Note that this theory is characterized by zero β-function, all other cases are obtained by evident degeneration. The case of adjoint matter hypermultiplets is described by the elliptic DIM algebras 2 [59] and is out of scope of the present paper. The other quiver theories, say A k are described, on the physical side, by a product of k gauge groups: k i SU (n i ) with κ i = 2n i −n i−1 −n i+1 bifundamental hypermultiplets for each i transforming under the gauge groups SU (n i ) and SU (n i+1 ). There are also κ 0 and κ k fundamental hypermultiplets that are transformed under SU (n 1 ) or SU (n k ) (we put n 0 = n k+1 = 0). These theories have also zero β-functions, other cases can be obtained by a degeneration of hypermultiplet masses. Note that the Nekrasov network partition functions typically contain additional singlet fields, which corresponds to U (K) instead of SU (K) group. The contribution of this singlet factorizes out and reduces just to a simple multiplier in the Nekrasov function.
While exponentiation of bosonized screenings Q = e φ can look somewhat artificial, the same procedure is very natural in the fermionic version Q = ψ + ψ − : this adds ψ-bilinear terms to the free fermion action, i.e. leaves it quadratic. This is the reason for integrability, and in bosonized version this is reflected in integrable properties of Toda like systems with exponential actions.
Exponentiation of fermionic screenings makes a new interesting twist after the q-deformation in sec.2.10, see eq. (60) below.
Variation VIII: Network model level. Network as a Feynman diagram
Network model is defined for a planar 3-valent graph Γ with edges parameterized by slopes and lengths. Slopes are given by pairs of numbers (X 1 , X 2 ), see Fig.5 , and lengths by parameters Q. The 2-component vectors X are conserved at the vertices of Γ: X v + X v + X v = 0 at each vertex v; this is a stability condition for the brane-web. The graph Γ with this structure describes a la [2] the tropical spectral curve of the underlying integrable system, but for our purposes it can be considered just as a Feynman diagram with cubic vertices and momenta Q X on the edges, associated with some effective Chern-Simons-type field theory. Expressions Z Γ for this Feynman diagram (Nekrasov partition function or generalized conformal block) is build by convolution of vertices C IJK ( X , X , X |q) and propagators Π IJ (Q), where indices I, J, K are Young diagrams, and C IJK (1, 1) [2] , [2, 1] . The vertex C [1] , [2] , [2, 1] is given by the weighted sum over all 3d Young diagrams with three fixed asymptotics shown in blue.
are, in turn, "(refined) topological vertices" [13, 14] given [60] by sums over 3d (plane) partitions with three boundary conditions described by three ordinary Young diagrams I, J, K, see Fig. 5 , b).
In the generic network matrix model, the exponentials of screening charges no longer turn into exponential of "fermions": it produces an elementary 3-valent vertex (=refined topological vertex) providing the true DIM intertwiner. Automatic is now not only adjustment of the number of screenings, but also matching between their ψ + and ψ − constituents.
• Screening charges are substituted by vertical lines between pairs of horizontal brains, exp( α ij φ), involving two free fields associated with the corresponding branes.
• Slopes of the horizontal branes enter the matrix model description through (log x i ) 2 terms in the action, see (125) in s.3. The coefficient is made out of the skew product (see Fig. 5 a) )
where X v1 , X v2 are associated with the external horizontal lines, one incoming, the other one outgoing. In the case with several horizontal lines, see e.g. (122), one has to consider X v1 , X v2 for different horizontal lines, and the answer in this case does not depend on the concrete choice of these lines.
We described in this subsection a generic network model. One can consider its particular case: the model that gives rise to the quiver gauge theory (as described in the previous subsection). In this case (for any quiver gauge theory), one can construct a K-theoretic version of the Nekrasov functions, Z Γ , [61, 62] . They coincides [14, 63] with the refined partition functions in the corresponding geometry, which can be constructed via the refined topological vertex.
Another possibility is to consider the quiver theories with zero β-functions (so that all other can be obtained via various limiting procedures from these) and all gauge groups coinciding, n i = n ∀i. These theories are associated with so called balanced networks and can be immediately described within the representation theory of DIM algebras, and the requirement of all gauge groups having the same rank is implied by a possibility of immediate extension of DIM to the elliptic DIM: this latter describes the quiver gauge theories with adjoint matter, where the condition n i = n is inevitable. We discuss the issue of balanced networks in the next subsection.
Variation IX: Balanced network model
As usual, the q, t-deformation leads to overloaded formulas, but in fact it drastically simplifies them by providing a very clear and transparent interpretations and unifying seemingly different ingredients. Namely, everything gets controlled by the DIM symmetry: the edges of graph carry DIM representations, the topological vertices C become their intertwiners, and symmetries (stress-tensor and its W-counterparts) are just the generators of DIM acting in tensor products of representations and thus defined by powers of the comultiplication ∆ DIM (which is different from ∆ M S ).
An exhaustive description of the network models depends on development of representation theory for the double affine algebra DIM, and it is not yet brought to the generality level of [45] for ordinary affine algebras. In particular, at the moment, it is not immediate to describe within the DIM framework an arbitrary DF or CS matrix model. However, among the DF matrix models there is a subclass that is directly lifted to rather peculiar networks, which we call balanced which are controlled by an analogue of the level one representations of Kac-Moody algebras and allow a drastically simplified bosonization and even fermionization. As we already mentioned the balanced networks correspond to special quiver gauge theories with zero β-functions.
We provide the details in section 3 below, and devote the rest of this subsection to a bird's eye view survey which makes use of an oversimplified, almost symbolic notation. One can find the exact formulas in s.3.
The network basically is a constructor with the main building block being a (refined) topological vertex, which is a matrix element of an intertwining operator that intertwines three representations, hence, the topological vertex is associated with three legs.
The balanced network is defined by three requirements: (a) Consider a class of representations of DIM such that each leg is parameterized by a pair of integers M = (M 1 , M 2 ) (DIM central charges) and a Young diagram Y . Then, the integers are subject to the conditions:
for any pair of legs in the vertex.
3 As in s.2.8, we associate every vector (M 1 , M 2 ) with an edge of the network, and parameterize slopes as ratios M 2 /M 1 .
(b) Assume one of the legs of vertices is always vertical, M = (0, M ). This implies that M = ±1 and that the two other vertices are (±1, L ± 1). From a general network with rational slopes one can make this minimal (i.e. that with all vertices having a vertical edge) by a sequence of resolutions, introducing new edges and triple vertices. Reversing, a general rational network arises from a minimal one, when some edges are shrunk to a point while others "fattened" (i.e. described by M 1 and M 2 which are not coprime, this can be needed to keep vertices three-valent).
We represent such a minimal rational network (Fig. 4, a) ) by a set of K horizontal lines connected by vertical segments (for planar graph, only adjacent lines can be connected), which can also be as external vertical legs (to the lowest and highest horizontal lines). Horizontal segments are also labeled by slopes: in other words, we draw all non-vertical edges horizontal, but keep the slopes as labels.
(c) Balanced is the minimal rational network where all external legs are either vertical or horizontal, i.e. either (±1, 0) or (0, ±1).
Partition functions for non-balanced networks have singular limit t −→ 1, q/t =fixed and thus do not directly reduce to a DF model in 4d. Also the U (1) center-of-mass field does not split from the Virasoro and other symmetries in this case. However, maybe not these two issues are the main drawbacks, the real problem is a more sophisticated representation theory needed to lift any of the three above restrictions: balance, minimality and rationality (in the order of complexity).
From now on, we draw all networks on the square lattice: the vertical lines (0, 1) are vertical, while all the lines with slopes (1, M ) are horizontal and just carry the charges (1, M ).
The partition function for the balanced network is a contraction of just two types of vertices: the generalized "fermions" Ψ and Ψ * , which intertwine the DIM representations:
. These intertwiners can be described in terms of free field, which acts as an operator in "horizontal" direction, i.e. converts the Verma module V (1,M ) into V (1,M ±1) . Thus, of the three Young diagrams Ψ depends explicitly only on one: that sitting on the vertical leg, while those on two other, horizontal legs parameterize the states in the Fock space, but not the operator. Instead Ψ depends on the spectral parameter u, as well as on the position. The position is described by a continuous coordinate z along the horizontal line and by the discrete number a labelling the horizontal line itself. Actually, all Ψ a and Ψ * a with a given a depend on the free field φ a : there are K independent free fields for K horizontal lines. It remains to provide explicit formulas for the Ψ-operators, slightly symbolically
and details can be found in the next section 3 (see especially s.3.5). Clearly, this description of balanced networks is as asymmetric w.r.t. vertical/horizontal symmetry as only possible. Thus, it does not respect most of interesting dualities, which appear as non-trivial properties of the answers. Instead, it is extremely simple and very close to conventional matrix model techniques. In particular, it provides a very simple description of infinitesimal symmetries (Ward identities), and this is some compensation for non-transparency of large invariances (dualities). Moreover, as mentioned in the Introduction, the Ward identities are now labeled by sections of the network. The description is simple when the sections are pure vertical, but they can be easily deformed to include horizontal pieces, and the study of such cases can bring us closer to description of spectral dualities, even in this asymmetric formalism.
Variation X: q-deformation
The main new thing at this level is Jackson discretization of integrals:
It can seem that there is a problem here, because the screening charges would require integrals along closed contours, and one may think the Jackson integral is not their good counterpart. What makes this deformation possible is the fact that the screening charges in the DF matrix models of [9, 10] are actually defined along open contours between ramification points. The most important result of discretization is the Young diagram expansion for exponentiated screening in fermionic realization (51) (an avatar of the Cauchy formula):
) and ζ λ = r m r !, where m r is a number of times r appears in the partition λ. This formula is a simple avatar of the Cauchy expansion.
Operators of the type ψ λ play a crucial role in building particular network models: they are intertwiners of peculiar representations of DIM and their matrix elements are the topological vertices (perhaps, refined) within the topological string framework. Since elements of some Verma modules of double affine algebra DIM(gl 1 ) are labeled by 3d Young diagrams (just like Verma modules of affine Virasoro by ordinary Young diagrams), topological vertices are naturally expressed as sums over plane partitions.
Variation XI: q, t, . . .-deformations
Everything, what we surveyed above is straightforwardly deformed, at least from Schur to the Macdonald level, or, in group theory terms, from ordinary and affine (current) to double affine algebras DIM. Moreover, one can expect a topicality of the elliptic and further Kerov deformations, and, perhaps, even further, to triple-affine Pagoda algebras of [22] , at least, to those corresponding to the double elliptic systems.
A short list of algebraic deformations is (in accordance with the columns: dimension|deformation parameters|symmetric polynomials|algebra of symmetry):
From the gauge theory/string perspective, the deformation parameters are associated with compactification radius of the fifth dimension R 5 :
One naturally expects more parameters: the q, t probably can be lifted to a three-parameter deformation associated with F-theory compactified on an elliptically fibred Calabi-Yau four-fold. Some evidence that the Seiberg-Witten/Nekrasov theory survives in a nice form beyond the Macdonald q, t-deformation is provided by the double elliptic studies on integrability side [64] and by reinterpretation of the Seiberg duality for N f > 2N c [65] in terms of topological strings [66] . It remains to repeat once again that potential of the DIM algebras is also far from being exhausted by the q, t-deformation. From CFT perspective, the most natural is the β-deformation, t = q β , β = 1 / 2 , which shifts the Virasoro central charge away from unity and other integer values in the multi-field case. As to the q-like deformations, they are long known to be natural for hypergeometric series and their generalizations, which CFT is really about. One of the main new things is that the stress tensor and more general W K generators are now unified: they are all combinations of primary vertex operators, form a closed subalgebra and possess a non-vanishing centralizer so that one can consider models with the corresponding symmetry.
Another interesting point is a drastic increase of applicability domain for fermionization: after discretization of screening integrals, it continues to work in many representations beyond c = 1, moreover, the fermionic intertwiners in DIM are actually the refined topological vertices from topological string theory.
The most impressive result of deformation is clear unification of a huge variety of notions and phenomena, which appeared in different branches of science. It gets clear that they were describing the same things, just in different interpretations and limits, about one and the same object: the network matrix model, which is no more than a generic DIM-symmetric partition function on graphs.
In the last part of this section, we briefly consider the peculiarities of the simplest deformation, t = q β , q → 1.
Variation XII: β-deformation to non-unit Virasoro central charge
The main new thing at non-unit β = log t/ log q as compared with subsection 2.0 is that the Vandermonde determinants in the matrix model measure are raised to power 2β instead one 2, i.e. the matrix models are lifted to the β-ensembles [67, 48, 9, 10] , what leads to a temporal loss of connection to integrability theory (which is presumably restored after the q-deformation). Anyhow, technically most formulas are obtained by analytical continuation from integer values of β. The possibility to do so (unambiguously) comes from β-polynomiality of the Selberg integrals, which define most correlators in the DF β-ensembles.
In the conformal field theory representation [48] , the β-ensemble corresponds to theory with non-unit central charge. As already mentioned, for non-integer Virasoro central charge c one can expect problems with fermionization: only bosonization is straightforward. However, an appropriate substitute of fermionized formulas actually survives all the deformations, all the way to DIM, at least in some representations (not restricted to β = 1).
where χ n {p} are the characters of symmetric representations [n] of sl algebras (the Jack polynomials in this particular case). Applied to the highest-weight state m + 1 = e −αr,sT0 , α r,s = (1 + r)
These screening charge commutes
still gives the size of the Young diagram:
The negative modes are:
and the current modes are nowĴ
while the Sugawara relation isT
In terms of generating functions, the Ward identity (69), i.e. the corollary of symmetry (67) becomes
Now similarly to obtaining (38), we can get the matrix element that is given by the integral (β-ensemble) representation. It looks like
However, the symmetric function χ [m r ] {τ } is now not the Schur, but the Jack polynomial. The Ward identity (39) is now substituted by
One has to get two important points from considering this β-deformation:
• The deformation preserves the structure of equations and the vertex operators, moderately changing only the screening charges (the change that can be removed to a rescaling of the Heisenberg algebra operators), while the main change is due to changing the Sugawara relation, i.e. the construction of the Virasoro/W algebra.
• Matrix models partition functions are also changed moderately, basically with only the Vandermonde determinant being deformed (hence, changing the Ward identities).
These two properties will persist in the generic q, t-case, as we demonstrate in the next sections. In fact, one could repeat this matrix model consideration in the deformed case with non-unit q, following the lines of [68, 69] . However, the actual symmetry in this case becomes much larger than the Virasoro algebra: it is the DIM algebra, and we start its general description in the next section.
DIM calculus for balanced network model
In this section, we demonstrate how to deal with the balanced network model by methods of the DIM algebra, which is a development based on the previous consideration in [70, 11, 20, 12, 22] . It is rather special from the algebraic perspective: only the DIM(gl 1 ) algebra with special values of central charges and rather peculiar representations allowing straightforward bosonization and even fermionization is considered, however, this covers almost all what is presently known about Nekrasov partition functions.
Details on various DIM algebras and their simplest representations are provided in the Appendix, which can be useful for further development of the theory.
DIM algebra
Let us first remind the definition of the DIM algebra U q,t ( gl 1 ). It looks like a deformation of the affine quantum algebra U q ( gl 2 ) with the four Drinfeld currents: the positive/negative root generators x ± (z) = n∈Z x ± n z −n , two exponentiated Cartan generators ψ + (z) and ψ − (z), which are power series in z −1 and z correspondingly, and the central element γ.
Commutation relations are
The DIM algebra is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication
where γ
is restricted by the associativity requirement g(z)
−1 = g(z −1 ). We omit expression for the counit and antipode, since we will not need them. This data allows one to construct the universal R-matrix [36] .
In
we reproduce the (M 1 , M 2 ) pairs of integers enumerating representations in s.2.9. The action of this comultiplication increases the central charges, in contrast with the Moore-Seiberg comultiplication ∆ M S (55) . This is why the number of free fields is also increased by action of the comultiplication. In particular, starting from one free field (Kac-Moody level), we produce the Virasoro by acting with comultiplication, which adds yet another free field etc. Of the two integers M 1 and M 2 , the first one is a counterpart of the Kac-Moody algebra level so that the refined topological vertex is a matrix element of the operator intertwining the level one representations, i.e. it can be realized by one free field. We explain this construction manifestly in the next subsections. The structure of the algebra is encoded in the function G(z) which is often chosen to be cubic in z with additional restriction q 1 q 2 q 3 = 1:
Without any harm to commutation relations and comultiplication, it can be further promoted to unrestricted q 1,2,3 and more general Kerov deformations, and even to the elliptic function, though details of bosonization procedure below should still be worked out in these cases.
Bosonization in the case of special slopes
Explicit expressions for C IJK are currently known only for particular slopes: s = (0, 1) and s = (1, M ), s = (1, M ± 1), see Fig.5 . According to [35] , they can be expressed in terms of the following bosonization:
From this free field we can construct pre-vertex operators depending on infinitely many time-variables p n :
These operators can be used to define the main vertex operators for the above-mentioned particular slopes:
Here only one Young diagram λ is shown explicitly, the two others label matrix elements of the operator. The operator acts on the Fock space F u , in which the basis vectors are labelled by Young diagrams (e.g. the Schur functions provide a basis, χ Y (a −n )|u, ∅ ). The edge parameters/lengths Q are encoded in the spectral parameters u and z. More precisely, edge lengths are given by ratios of the spectral parameters between the parallel lines, as shown in Fig. 5, a) . Notice that the vertices Ψ, Ψ * depend only on two spectral parameters, the third one being determined by the momentum conservation condition. This condition follows from the requirement that the vertices intertwine the action of the zero mode of the generator x + (z). An additional notation is:
where λ T j are row lengths of transposed Young diagram. Finally,
Here the requirement |t| > 1 is needed for convergence of the sum. However, the result is analytic, and thus valid for any complex t = 1. The Feynman diagram is made from horizontal lines and vertical segments between them. Operators along the horizontal lines are simply multiplied, but each horizontal line depends on its own free field, i.e. with K-line diagram we associate operators acting in the K-th tensor power of the single field Fock space, F u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F u K . Sum over the Young diagrams, λ on vertical segments is performed with the simple weight, which is independent of the edge length Q : all Q-dependent factors are already included in the definitions of Ψ. One can understand this procedure as cutting the propagators Π IJ in two halves (taking a "square root") and attaching the resulting stubs to the corresponding adjacent vertices.
Relation to topological vertex
The operator C{p} defined in Eq. (86) switches between the Fock space and the time variables: for the vacuum state annihilated by all operators a −n with n > 0, 0|a −n = 0 we have 0|C{p} a −n = p n 0|C{p} 0|C{p} a n = n 1 − q
This 0|C{p} is a p-dependent set of common coherent eigenstates of all the annihilation operators a −n . Accordingly, one can use the Macdonald polynomials M λ {p} to define "Macdonald states":
and their involutionsM λ {p} = M λ {−p} = 0|C{p}|M λ The skew characters are given by the matrix elements
The matrix elements of the intertwiners Ψ, Ψ * in the basis of the Macdonald states give the standard expression for the AK version of the refined topological vertex [14] 
The IKV vertices [13] arise in another basis: for the q, t-independent Schur states |s λ and their q, t-dependent duals S λ | w.r.t. to the Macdonald scalar product.
Building screening charges and vertex operators
The screening charges and vertex operators of the Virasoro or W K -algebra arise as combinations of intertwiners Ψ, Ψ * . The screening charges should commute with the Virasoro generators, and since the Virasoro algebra is generated by an element of DIM algebra, the intertwiners of DIM are the natural candidates for the screening charges. We will see in the next section that one can interpret the commutation graphically. The Virasoro generators act on the horizontal lines, and the screening charges are segments of the vertical lines between the horizontal ones. There are also external vertical lines, which correspond to the Virasoro vertex operators. These do not commute with the Virasoro algebra, because the corresponding intertwiner contains an extra representation, the vertical one. The action of energy-momentum tensor on this additional representation gives extra terms, making the commutation rules nontrivial.
Screenings charges. Let us start by building the screening charges. They correspond to internal vertical lines in the web. The minimal example contains two intertwiners, which are contracted with each other to form a vertical segment between the adjacent horizontal lines. The whole procedure resembles the free fermion construction of the screening currents from sec. 2.6. Each intertwiner plays the role of a free fermion, so that their contraction gives rise to fermion bilinears, i.e. the screening currents of dimension one. The integral of the currents is replaced by the sum over intermediate states in the vertical representation as in sec. 2.10.
The product of intertwiners is given by
We see that the contraction of two intertwiners depends on a particular ("Virasoro") combination of the bosonic oscillators acting on the two horizontal Fock representations 4 :
where a
(1) n = a n ⊗ 1 and a (2) n = 1 ⊗ a n . The generatorsα n are normalized differently from the original Heisenberg generators a n (cf. Eq. (85)):
The contraction of intertwiners provides us with an indefinite number of screening currents, since the product in the last line of Eq. (97) is infinite. This corresponds to the exponential of the screening charge and fits well with the picture where the pair of intertwiners gives fermion bilinear screening current:
According to the q-deformation prescription from sec. 2.10, the positions of the screening currents are discrete and parameterized by the Young diagrams λ:
so that the contour integral in Eq. (101) is replaced by the sum over λ 5 . To get a definite number of screenings one should put some vertex operators and external states into the system. Then, the selection rules automatically provide one with a necessary number of screening charges. We will see this effect below, when discussing the vertex operators.
The operator product expansion of two screening operators immediately defines the corresponding matrix model measure. We have
where (x; q) ∞ = k≥1 (1 − q k x). This means that the matrix model is of (q, t)-deformed type, with the measure given by
It is known [40, 11] that such a matrix model explicitly computes the Nekrasov partition function and the Vir q,t conformal block. Of course, the expression for the intermediate vertical segment between any two adjacent horizontal lines (e.g. i-th and (i + 1)-th) has the same form as Eq. (97). The only difference is that the Heisenberg generators are a n and a (2) n . On the tensor product of K ≥ 3 Fock representations acts the W K -algebra and the intermediate segments correspond to (K − 1) different screening charges commuting with this algebra. The combinations of the differences between the adjacent bosonic oscillators correspond to the roots of the A K−1 algebra.
Vertex operators. As we have already mentioned, vertex operators should be built from the intertwiners with external vertical legs. Again, a minimal example contains a pair of intertwiners on two horizontal lines, which are, however, not contracted in this case. Their product now essentially depends on the both horizontal oscillators. This corresponds to a composite vertex operator having two parts: the Virasoro part depending onã n and the Heisenberg part depending on the orthogonal linear combination of the oscillators,ā n . This is exactly as prescribed by the AGT relation [68, 71, 69] , where the Nekrasov functions for the gauge group U (N ) correspond to the conformal block of the algebra Vir q,t ⊗ Heis q,t .
We have the following result:
where the indices denote the Liouville-like momenta of the vertex operators
whereα n are defined in Eq. (99) andᾱ
Notice that the momenta in the U (1) part are slightly different (by t 2 /q 2 ) for the positive and negative modes which matches the AGT prescription [16, 72] .
The vertex operator (106), though it depends on the right combination of the oscillatorsα n is not the full Virasoro vertex operator (in particular, it does not have a smooth limit for t, q → 1). The same comment actually applies to the exponential of the screening charge (97). The reason for this behavior is that both (97) and (105) are not balanced. This means that either incoming or outgoing representations are not horizontal. To get the balanced combination, one should consider the product of (97) and (105), i.e. the partial contraction of four intertwiners:
where t N = t q z w1 and
Of course, one can change w 1 to w 2 and vice versa in all the formulas. The balanced combination of the operators automatically fixes two problems: it determines the number of screening charges N and gives the correct expression for the Vir q,t vertex operator (110) in terms of free fields [68] .
Other combinations of four intertwiners. In this paragraph we give an exhaustive list of webs, both balanced and unbalanced, obtained from combinations of four intertwiners on two horizontal lines. The first possibility is given by Eq. (109), the second we describe below in (122), when we discuss conformal blocks. Here we consider two more variations.
1. Two antiparallel lines.
c λ1 c λ1 c λ2 c λ2 :
Notice that here S 2 depends on the combination of the oscillators corresponding to the affine (imaginary) root of the algebra A 1 :α
This diagram is balanced and corresponds to a particular case of the compactified toric diagram. The two antiparallel vertical lines should be understood as living on the two sides of the cylinder. We will give a more general "quasi-periodic" version of this diagram in s.3.7, where we describe the affine (q, t)-matrix model.
2. Horizontal cut. This strange variation is obtained by adding two "internal" lines ending at empty diagrams: (113) where tÑ = z w1 and
This network is unbalanced and, hence, produces wrong vertex operators V Vir , i.e. those which do not satisfy the usual commutation relations with the q-deformed Virasoro energy-momentum tensor. Notice also that the Heisenberg vertex operator V Heis is not the required Carlsson-Okounkov vertex operator [73] , i.e. the momenta are not shifted for the positive and negative modes (see also [72] ).
Network partition function
Now we have all ingredients necessary for constructing network partition functions. It schematically has the form
where the first product describes the external vertex operators, and the second one the "internal" screening operators. We denoted the vertex attached to brane a by Ψ a . As we already mentioned at the end of the previous section, the deformation does not influence much the screening and vertex operators. This means that one can straightforwardly construct (116). Indeed, one can choose the normalization of the Heisenberg algebra operators in such a way that the pre-vertex operators become very simple:
and the screening currents (98) get the non-deformed form
In this simplified notation, the first part of formula (116), the external vertex operators, can be rewritten in the form (we are using equation (88) with the rescaled Heisenberg algebra)
where all incoming vertex operators (labeled by the index I) are associated with the horizontal brane described by the Heisenberg operators a n , while those outgoing ones (labeled by the index J) correspond to the Heisenberg operators a * n . Here the symbol
introduces the Miwa variables. This is exactly the formula (7). Formulas (118) and (119) give simple expressions for the ingredients of (116), thus providing a description of the network partition functions.
As we already explained, in variance with vertex operators, the Virasoro/W-algebra non-trivially changes with deformation. We shall discuss this phenomenon in the next two sections, and here give a few examples of conformal blocks (calculated in terms of the non-rescaled Heisenberg algebras).
Examples of conformal blocks
The simplest conformal block B PG . The simplest possible contraction corresponding to a nontrivial conformal block includes four intertwiners. It gives a peculiar "pure gauge" limit of the four-point Virasoro conformal block B 4 (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P, x), which, in the gauge theory language, corresponds to the pure SU (2) gauge theory partition function. In this limit [74] , the dimensions P i of all the external fields become infinite, and simultaneously the points 0 and x merge in a very particular way:
Only two parameters, ∆ and Λ remain finite, so that B PG = B PG (P, Λ).
The corresponding web partition function is equal to
Here C 1 and C 2 are the contours encircling the two points 1 and Λ. P 1 and P 4 denote the momenta of the fields at points 0, ∞. These momenta are actually infinite in the pure gauge limit. However, the infinite charges at zero and at infinity are compensated by the infinite number of screening charges coming from the two exponentials, so that the dimension of the field in the intermediate channel is finite and equal to P . In our formalism, P is related to 103), we can evaluate the matrix element of the two normal ordered factors in the last line of (122) to obtain the Vandermonde determinant:
Substituting the Vandermonde determinant back to Eq. (122), one can verify that what is left is a particular limit of (q, t)-matrix model with the Chern-Simons terms:
. The parameter Λ = z1 z2 is hidden inside the definition of the contour integrals C 1,2 . Notice that the Chern-Simons coupling constants depend on the relative slope of the two "horizontal" lines and, in particular, vanish for L = M + 1, when we also have α 1 = α 2 .
Let us also give a spectral dual gauge theory interpretation for this conformal block. In the AGT correspondence, this limit of the conformal block corresponds to the pure SU (2) gauge theory, with Λ being the instanton counting parameter (coupling constant) and P being related to the Coulomb modulus a. After applying the spectral duality, however, we have a different interpretation: the coupling constant Λ and the Coulomb modulus q 2a are exchanged. This spectral dual approach is directly applicable to Eq. (122). If we simplify the infinite products (122) (or equivalently in the Vandermonde factors in Eq. (125)) we get:
where z vec is the standard Nekrasov factor. Notice that the whole sum becomes the Nekrasov function for the pure SU (2) theory (with additional "framing" factors in the case of general slopes L = M + 1). However, the instanton counting parameter and the Coulomb modulus are related to u v and z1 z2 respectively, while, following the AGT duality it should be vice versa. Thus, what we write in Eq. (126) is actually the spectral dual of the AGT dual Nekrasov function corresponding to the pure gauge limit of the conformal block.
Though this example is very simple in the gauge theory, as well as for the webs of intertwiners, from the point of view of the CFT it looks a bit contrived. The reason is that the corresponding diagram is not balanced. Let us describe a more regular example of a balanced diagram corresponding to a general four-point conformal block.
More general
w3 . Notice that the Heisenberg vertex operators commute with the Virasoro ones and also with the screening operators, so that their contribution factorizes and adds the standard "U (1) factor" to the conformal block. Employing the scaling invariance argument, one can consider only the conformal blocks in which the position of the last Virasoro vertex operator is the identity, so that w 3 w 4 q/t = 1 and w 1 w 2 q/t = x. The dimensions of the primary fields are given by
The corresponding matrix model is of the Penner type with the additional Chern-Simons terms:
where q αi = P i . The five-point conformal block can be obtained by putting three building blocks like (109) together. This gives a product of three Virasoro vertex operators, three Heisenberg vertex operators and three groups of screening charges. Schematically, one has:
where V P includes both the Virasoro and Heisenberg parts.
Conformal blocks of W K -algebra. Generalizing our formalism in another direction, we consider the W 3 algebra conformal block. In this case, there are three horizontal lines and two different types of screening currents S 1 and S 2 , which correspond to the vertical segments between the first and second or the second and third lines respectively:
whereα
The simplest example is the pure gauge limit of the four-point block, which is given by the following web diagram:
Compactified network and the affine screening operator
Let us also give an expression for the compactified diagram describing the affine quiver gauge theory. The compactification identifies the vertical line going down the lower edge of the diagram with the line coming from the upper edge. Moreover, to get the general diagram, one should add one more ingredient, the shift in the spectral parameter. There is an automorphism of the DIM algebra, which multiplies the spectral parameters of all lines (and all elements of the algebra) by a constant. In general, the vertical compactification, i.e. the trace over vertical representation can contain a "twist" by this automorphism, which does not spoil the nice intertwining properties of the whole diagram. Taking the twist into account, one arrives at the "quasiperiodic" compactification, where the lines wrapping the compactification cylinder have their spectral parameters shifted. The whole picture now looks as follows:
Here the wavy lines denote the identification of two vertical edges and the shift automorphism is marked by a short horizontal line. The automorphism shifts the spectral parameter of the line passing through it by w2 z2 and simultaneously adds Q to the length of the corresponding edge. As in Eq. (111) one has two types of screening operators S 1 and S 2 corresponding to two simple roots of A 1 , however because of the shift, the definition of the set of "root" oscillators inside the second screening is different:
Taking an average, i.e. using the Wick theorem, one arrives at the affine q-Selberg matrix model [22] :
where the parameter of compactificationt =
Notice the characteristic combination of the Vandermonde factors in the measure, which is determined by the Cartan matrix of the affine algebra A 1 . This matrix model can also be understood as the refined version of the ABJM matrix model [50] , in particular, the level of the two Chern-Simons terms are opposite to each other. On the other hand, the spectral dual of this network is described by the elliptic DIM algebra (see Appendix A2).
If one can cuts the diagram (135) along the vertical compactified line, one arrives at the regular Virasoro vertex operator (109). This is equivalent to the decompactification limit Q → ∞, since in this case only λ 2 = ∅ contributes.
The action of Virasoro and DIM(gl 1 )
There is a simple way [31] to build q-deformed Virasoro or W K -algebras from DIM generators. To this end, one considers the dressed current t(z):
and b n are the modes of the ψ ± generators:
The dressing is needed to kill the extra Heisenberg part of the algebra. The element t(z) acts as a Virasoro current in the K-fold tensor product of Fock modules F u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ F u K . One has:
The oscillatorsα
where (compare with [38, s.4.2] 
and the Heisenberg part oscillators are given bȳ
Here a
n acts in the i-th Fock module. Notice that we can obtain the "root" bosonsα
Another useful property of the oscillatorsα
n is that they commute with the "U (1)" oscillatorsᾱ n :
[α
The W K algebra is built from the generators Λ i (z) by the Miura transform:
The screening charges are built from the contractions of the DIM intertwiners. Thus, they commute with any element of the DIM algebra, e.g. with t(z) by construction. This returns us to the definition of the Virasoro algebra as the centralizer of the screening charges [22] . Any element of the DIM algebra acts in the tensor products of some of the representations corresponding to the lines of the network. This can be described as an action in a particular section of the diagram (see Fig. 1 ). The DIM element acts in the tensor product of Fock modules associated with the legs intersected by the dotted line. The section can be brought through the intertwiners, so that eventually the element of the algebra acts on the external lines. These external lines correspond to the vertex operators, and the commutation with the intertwiners leads to the Ward identities for the corresponding CFT or matrix model.
One should always be careful to include all the spaces, which are intersected by the section. Let us give an example of commutation of the DIM element with the contraction of two vertices. Pictorially we have:
This can be written out as follows:
and we remind that ω = q/t. The last line in Eq. (152) vanishes because of a particular sum rule for the norms of Macdonald polynomials. Commutation with ψ ± (z) can also be explicitly verified:
All the commutation calculations above work by a similar mechanism, summarized schematically in Fig. 1, b) . The action of the DIM element on the two horizontal representations is first transformed into its action on the intermediate vertical segment and finally the other side of the dashed line is also pulled through the vertex to get the commutation. The action of the element t(z) gives the Ward identities of the corresponding matrix model. This can be seen directly by computing the operator product expansion of this current with the screening charges. For example in the Virasoro case (see [22] for details):
Since t(z) commutes with the screening charges, in any correlator with these latter it can be brought through to the vacuum, which is annihilated by the negative modes of t(z) . Following this logic, one gets the matrix model Ward identities, the regularity of certain averages:
where K ± (z) are certain polynomials. This equation is the appropriate (q, t)-deformations of the familiar Ward identity (5).
Vertical action of DIM
As was mentioned earlier, the vertical representation of the DIM algebra has a combinatorial description in terms of Young diagrams, [29, 32] . We have
(159)
(160)
where A ± λ,i were defined in Eq. (153) and
where x i = q λi t −i . Similar action in the Yangian limit q, t → 1 has been considered in [21] , where the matrix model Ward identities or regularity condition for qq-characters (158) were derived from the intertwining property with the Virasoro vertex operators. We should note here that the interpretation of the vertex operators in this work was spectrally dual to our present consideration, i.e. the SU (N ) gauge theory corresponded there to the four-point conformal block of the W N algebra as prescribed by the AGT relation.
In our formalism such an intertwining relation is natural: the vertex operator is build out of the DIM intertwiners, which combinations commute with elements of DIM. However, this is only true unless there are external legs. If we consider a horizontal section of the web diagram, and try to move it between the "layers" of the diagram, we necessarily encounter the external legs, or vertex operators in the language of [21] . The DIM generators do not commute with the intertwiners having external legs, since one should consider the additional terms due to the action of DIM element on these legs. However, these terms turn out to be tractable. Indeed, they precisely reproduce the qq-character insertion into the matrix model average. The matrix model arises from the sum over diagrams residing on the legs intersected by the horizontal section.
Spectral duality and change of basis
In [11] it was shown that the change of preferred direction in refined topological string is a nontrivial change of basis. The change of basis is nontrivial in the sense that for the states on several parallel legs the matrix of this transformation does not factorize into a tensor product of matrices acting on each leg. Indeed, the transformation is given by the spectral duality, and the two basis sets are the standard Schur (or Macdonald) symmetric functions and the generalized Macdonald polynomials [75, 16] . This matrix was called generalized Kostka function in [11] .
In this subsection, we show how the spectral duality shows up in our present algebraic approach. Let us consider the "vertical" basis in the tensor product of vertical representations ρ 
where ψ
For generic u i , all eigenvalues are distinct, so this property defines the basis uniquely. This basis is certainly very simple: it is a tensor product of Macdonald polynomials.
Let us now perform the spectral duality. In the DIM algebra, this corresponds to the S-transformation from SL(2, Z) acting on the generators of the algebra. Under this transformation, ψ 
We recognize the operator ρ 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented technical details on evaluation of the Nekrasov functions and their symmetries (including the qq-character correlators) from the free field formalism for the DIM(gl 1 ) algebra. This is a very powerful method, but it is only at the first stage of development. There are several restrictions which should be consequently lifted at the next stages. If one considers them as a consequent specification of representation types, the list should be read in inverse order.
• The construction that admits fermionization of intertwiners Ψ and Ψ * at the level one of DIM is much similar to that for the level k = 1 Kac-Moody algebras. Hence, one could expect a straightforward generalization to arbitrary level a la [45] involving analogues of the b, c-systems. Note, however, that the requirement on the level does not restrict the value of the Virasoro central charge regulated by β: all matrix models and β-ensembles and, hence, the generic Liouville and W K -conformal blocks are already handled by the existing formalism. Also, at this level the difference disappears between the vertex operators (in particular, the screening charges) and the stress tensors (including the W-operators): all these are described by exponentials of the free fields, the differences emerge only in the limit q, t −→ 1.
• The formalism is best developed for the intertwiners, which act as operators between the two "horizontal" Fock modules F (1,L) and F (1,L±1) , while the third representation is the "vertical" leg associated with F (0,±1) . Such a non-symmetricity is inevitable since the resulting topological vertex of [13] is still asymmetric and remembers about the distinguished vertical direction. Technically this restricts consideration to the balanced networks, what makes many important models, including the quiver ones, treatable only via additional application of the spectral duality.
• A better treatment should involve infinitely many free fields, giving rise to MacMahon type modules, what should also allow one to define skew intertwiners, where all the three legs are non-vertical. An existing description of the MacMahon modules is pure combinatorial, in terms of 3d Young diagrams (plane partitions). A naive free field formalism would involve fields depending on two coordinates instead of one, and this requires a far-going generalization of holomorphic fields used in the ordinary 2d CFT. Such a formalism is now developing, also with the motivation coming from MHV amplitudes, but its incorporation into the DIM representation theory is a matter of future. Still, it seems important for a full understanding of the spectral dualities and of generic networks, including the sophisticated ones from [66] . They can be treated by the existing formalism, but it leaves the underlying symmetries well hidden: they show up only in answers, but not at any of the intermediate stages.
• A further challenge is further generalization from DIM(gl 1 ) to DIM(gl n ) and the triple-Pagoda algebras DIM( gl 1 ) and DIM( gl n ). An intriguing problem (see Appendix A3) is that already DIM(gl n ) is built from the affine Dynkin diagram of gl n , thus, the triple-affine generalization should involve more sophisticated Dynkin diagrams.
We hope that the present text can serve as a good introduction in the DIM-based generalization of conformal theories, where the conformal blocks are the generic Nekrasov functions and the Ward identities are the associated regularity conditions for qq-characters. We hope that it will help to attract more attention to emerging challenging problems, which we have just enumerated. Technical means for this seem to be already at hand.
Appendix. Properties of the DIM algebras and their limits
In this Appendix, we describe the algebraic structures of DIM algebras and their degenerations.
A1. Constructing DIM(gl 1 ) from W 1+∞ algebra Let us discuss how one can construct DIM(gl 1 ) starting from the algebra of difference operators, [25, 76] .
Algebra W 1+∞ . Consider the algebra W 1+∞ (as usual, 1 + ∞ refers here to adding the Heisenberg algebra to W ∞ ) given by the generators
, where D = z∂ z . One can consider the central extension of this algebra:
Note that, if k + l = 0, the second term in the right hand side of (168) can be absorbed into the first term by redefining the generators
, k = 0. However, at k + l = 0 this term can not be absorbed and is equal to nct −nk δ n+m,0 δ k+l,0 , see (169).
Algebra W 1+∞ . The next step is to consider the algebra W 1+∞ = W (z n t kD ), n, k ∈ Z , which is a double of the W 1+∞ and may have two central extensions:
Automorphisms. The algebra W 1+∞ , (169) has the evident automorphisms σ,σ and τ defined by
In particular, σ and τ form SL(2, Z) acting on two central charges c 1 and c 2 .
Heisenberg subalgebras. By the commutation relations (169), it is easy to see that it contains a Heisenberg subalgebra generated by {W
From the viewpoint of the root lattice of W 1+∞ , this can be seen as the vertical embedding of the Heisenberg algebra. By using the automorphisms σ and τ in the above, it is easy to find the horizontal and the embedding with arbitrary slope α ∈ Z as follows;
Chevalley generators and Serre relations. The generators W ±,0 n = W (z n D ±1,0 ) form a closed subalgebra:
One can generate the whole algebra from this subalgebra provided the Serre relations are added:
Quantization: from W 1+∞ to DIM(gl 1 ). This algebra can be deformed with the deformation parameter q. Let us denote the deformed (properly rescaled) generators through W 
Introducing the series of generators,
we immediately come to the DIM(gl 1 ) algebra of s.3.1 upon identification q 1 = q, q 2 = t −1 .
i.e. of n × n matrices with entries being elements of the algebra of functions on the quantum torus, zD = q 1 Dz. The deformation of A N introduces another parameter, q 2 . Providing this deformed algebra with two-dimensional central extension, one arrives at DIM(gl n ). The set of generators of DIM(gl n ) is E ik , F ik , H ir , K ± i0 , q ±c with k ∈ Z, r ∈ Z/{0}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The generating functions (currents) are:
The two centers are q c and κ =
• For n = 1 we return to sec.3.1, i.e. • One expects in the Pagoda (triple-affine) case DIM( gl 1 ) (or U q,t, t ( gl 1 ), hence, the name Pagoda) the Dynkin diagram of the form:
A4. Affine Yangian of gl 1 [58] One can consider a "quasiclassical" limit of the DIM(gl 1 ) algebra, q = e h1 , t −1 = e h2 , t/q = e h3 with properly rescaled generators. We also use another parameterizations:
σ 2 = h 1 h 2 + h 1 h 3 + h 2 h 3 ,
In the limit of → 0, one obtains the affine Yangian, which, on the gauge theory side, describes the 4d theories/Nekrasov functions. It is given by the commutation relations: and similarly for f i . The commutation relations should be supplemented with the "initial conditions":
• ψ 0,1 are the central elements, i.e. commute with everything all generators
• ψ 2 is the grading element, i.e. 
with Φ(u) = (u+h1)(u+h2)(u+h3) (u−h1)(u−h2)(u−h3) .
Virasoro ⊕ Heisenberg subalgebra
The commutation relations of the Virasoro algebra with extended U (1)-algebra,
can be realized with identification: 
From the first line it follows that k = ψ 0 . The other current mode are constructed by repeated commutators: 
Representations: plane partitions
The basis of a quasi-finite representation of this affine Yangian More precisely,
• the diagonal action is
where h( ) = xh 1 + yh 2 + zh 3 and (x, y, z) are the coordinates of the box within the plane partition;
• the raising (lowering) action is
where Λ + (Λ − ) denotes arbitrary plane partition with one additional (one subtracted) box as compared to Λ.
Here F and E are coefficients which have to be defined from the commutation relations of the algebra and are some residues of ψ Λ (u), u 0 is a constant shift, a counterpart of inhomogeneity in the standard spin chain.
Formula (208) is derived by acting with the both sides of the commutation relation ψ(u)e(v) ∼ Φ(u − v) e(v)ψ(u) on |Λ >, using (209) and then taking the residue at v = h( ) Constraints on the coefficients E and F . Constraints on functions E(Λ −→ Λ + ) and F (Λ −→ Λ − ) can be derived from the commutation relations [e i , f j ] = ψ i+j . For the generating functions it looks like
where the second-order pole does not contribute. This relation does not fix E and F completely. Imposing an additional requirement of unitarity E(Λ −→ Λ + ) = F (Λ + −→ Λ), one immediately obtains [58] σ 3 E(Λ −→ Λ + ) 2 = −res u−→h( ) ψ Λ (u)
One still has to fix the sign (after taking the square root). The commutation relation e(u)e(v) ∼ ϕ(u − v)e(v)e(u) relates adding two boxes in different order:
To check that it is satisfied, calculate the square of the l.h.s.: 
Since we consider the quasi-finite representations, there should be linear relations among e i |Λ >. Consider vectors in the representation at the first level with finitely many, r − 1 independent vectors. This means that the Shapovalov matrix at the level one, which is B Λ (e i , e j ) < Λ|Λ >=< Λ|f i e j |Λ >= ψ i+j,Λ < Λ|Λ >
should have only r − 1 independent lines, i.e. there is a relation
Then, the generating function of eigenvalues
where f (u) and g(u) are polynomials of degree r − 1. Consider the case of r = 2, i.e. a single state at the level one and linear functions f (u) and g(u):
Then, the commutation relations and the Serre relations implies that there are 3 states at the second level (this is since the function Φ(u) is a ratio of cubic polynomials) and 6 states at the third level. These particular numbers are equal to the number of 3d Young diagrams with a given number of boxes. This means that the highest weight is associated with the trivial plane partition |λ >= ∅, and the single first level vector is associated with the only one box plane partition | >:
e i |∅ >= 0, i > 0; e 0 |∅ >∼ | >; ψ i |∅ >= 0, i > 0 (220)
Since ψ 1 is a center and [ψ 2 , e 0 ] = 2e 0 one immediately obtains
Using these formulas, from the Serre relations that involve ψ j and e 0,1,2,3 , one gets
